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The linear group trinomial provides a mnemonic device for the recently discovered
permutation polynomials of MuK ller, Cohen, and Matthews, whereas the symplectic
group equation generalizes them, thereby giving rise to strong genus zero coverings
for characteristic two.  2002 Elsevier Science (USA)PREAMBLE
As explained in Part I, inspired by the new family of permutation poly-
nomials constructed by MuK ller, Cohen, and Matthews, I was led to deform
my previously constructed symplectic group polynomials into strong genus
zero orthogonal group polynomials for characteristic two, in the following
manner.This work was partly supported by NSF Grant DMS 99-88166 and NSA Grant MDA
904-99-1-0019.
Part I of this paper will appear in the Proceedings of the International Colloquium on
Algebra held at the Tata Institute in January 2000. I have tried to make the present Part II
comprehensible without reading Part I. For the convenience of the reader, the list of references
from Part I is being reproduced here. Part I contains Sections 1 to 11. After the Preamble, Part II
will start with Section 12. In the Preamble I shall give a running summary of Sections 1}11
without changing item numbers. For instance Result (3.2) and Remark (3.3) from Section 3 will
be reproduced with the same designations. I shall write (P1),2, (P11) to indicate that I am
summarizing Section 1,2, Section 11 of Part I, respectively. In (P3), (P4), and so on, there may
be fresh numbering such as (P3.1), (P3.2),2, (P4.1), (P4.2),2, and so on.
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234 SHREERAM S. ABHYANKAR(P1) Recall that the cardinality of a "nite "eld is necessarily some
power q"p'1 of some prime p. Conversely, for every such q there is (up to
isomorphism) exactly one "eld of cardinality q; it is called the Galois Field of
q elements and is denoted by GF(q). Also recall that a PP ("permutation
polynomial) over GF(q*), where q*"p*'1 is a power of p, is a univariate
polynomial h (>)3GF(q*)[>] such that the induced map c>h (c) is permu-
tation of GF(q*), and h(>) is called an EP ("exceptional polynomial) over
GF(q*) if every irreducible factor of [h (>)!h (Z)]/(>!Z) in GF(q*)[>, Z)]
is reducible in GF(pN )[>, Z] where GF(pN ) is the algebraic closure of GF(p).
If h (>) is an EP then clearly h(>)GF(q*)[>]. For any h(>)3GF(q*)[>]
GF(q*)[>], it is a basic fact that h (>) is an EP over GF(q*) if and only if it is
a PP over GF(q**) for in"nitely many di!erent powers q** of q*; see [CMa,
FGS]. In 1966, Carlitz conjectured that if pO2, then the degree of any EP
over GF(q*) is necessarily odd. In their 1993 paper [FGS], Fried et al. settled
the Carlitz conjecture for 2OpO3; for a stronger version of the Carlitz
conjecture by Wan see [Wan] and for Lenstra's solution of it see [CFr].
In [FGS], it was surmised that, for p"2, 3 and any odd u'1, there
should exist an EP h(>) of degree (12)q (q!1) over GF(q) with
Gal(h(>)!X, GF(pN )(X))"PSL(2, q). In 1994, for p"2 this conjecture
was validated by MuK ller, Cohen, and Matthews (cf. [Mue, CMa]) by con-
structing what may be called the MCM polynomial, and in 1996, for p"3 it
was validated by Lenstra and Zieve (cf. [LZi]) by constructing what may be
called the LZ polynomial. The MCM and LZ polynomials are rather com-
plicated and hence not so easy to memorize. As shown in my 1992 paper
[A05], for the nice trinomial F (X, >)">#X>#1 which I wrote in
1957 [A02] as an example of an unrami"ed covering of the a$ne line in
characteristic p, we have Gal(F, GF(pN )(X))"PSL(2, q), and so it occurred to
me that for p"2 the trinomial F must somehow be related to the MCM
polynomial and if so then the former would provide a mnemonic device for
the latter. As we shall see below, this indeed turned out to be so. A similar
key for the LZ polynomial will be described in my forthcoming
paper [A15].
(P2) To get the MCM polynomial out of F we make a deformation
 of F by putting
 (X, >)">F(X, >)!X">X!X#(>#>).Gal denotes Galois group, and PSL denotes projective special linear group. For the de"nition
of this and other classical groups, such as symplectic and (proper) orthogonal groups see
Sections 5 and 6 of Part I, or the books [Asc, KLi, Tay]. In a moment we shall review the
relevant portion of these de"nitions.
PERMUTATION POLYNOMIALS, PART II 235Assuming p"2, we "nd an X-root H (>)3GF(2)[>] of  by telescopically
putting
H (>)">#>#>#>#>	
#2#>
"

> with q"p"2.
Substituting X"=#H (>) in  we get
 (X, >)">(=#H(>))!(=#H(>))#(>#>)
">=!=
"=(>=!1)
"(X!H(>)) (>X!>H(>)!1)
"(H(>)!X) (>H(>)#1!X>),
where the>-degrees of the two factors are q(q!1)/2 and q (q#1)/2. The "rst
factor H(>)!X, or rather the root H(>), is the MCM polynomial.
As described at the end of [A10], the above factoring method can be
generalized into a MANTRA of "nding an X-root 3GF(p)[A, B] of the
generalized Artin Schreier polynomial E (X)"AX!X#B!C, where
q"p'1 is any power of any prime p, by telescopically putting
"B#AB#AB#AB#2#A#2#B
"

A#2#B with v'0
and checking that then A!"A#2#B!B and hence (and
this is the MANTRA)
E ()"08C"A#2#B.
More generally, if B"

B

and C"

C

with (B

, C

) satisfying the
above type conditions, then we "nd an X-root 

3GF(p)[A, B

] ofFor u"3 we get the polynomial H(>)">#>#> discovered by MuK ller in [Mue].
For odd u'3, the polynomial H (>) was constructed by Cohen and Matthews in [CMa].
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
!C

by the MANTRA and, because of additivity, we get an
X-root 3GF(p)[A, B

,2,B] of E (X) by putting "  . This givesthe factorization E(X)"A(X!)!(X!)"[X!][A(X!)!1].
(P3) For every p we have PSL(2, q)"PSp(2, q)+P(3, q), and in
case of p"2 we also have PSp(2m, q)+P(2m#1, q).
 For every p the
group PSp(2m, q) is transitive on P (2m!1, q), but for p"2 the group
P(2m#1, q), in its dual action, has 3 orbits on P (2m, q) whose orbit sizes
are 2m!1	, (1/2)q	 (q	!1), (1/2)q	 (q	#1), where we are using the ab-
breviation i	"1#q#q#2#q.	 These observations led me to gener-
alize the above matter by using the MANTRA to factor a deformation of the
symplectic group polynomial, which I had previously found, to get a poly-
nomial of degree (1/2)q	(q	!1) which provides a strong genus zero ortho-
gonal group covering for p"2, in the following manner.
For any p the said symplectic group polynomial F
	

3k

[X,
¹

,2,¹
][>], where k is any over"eld of GF(q), is given by
(P3.1) F
	

(>)">		#X>		#1
# 


(¹

>		#¹

>		).
The equality PSL(2, q)"PSp(2, q) follows from the equality SL(2, q)"Sp(2, q) which fol-
lows by looking at orders or also by direct calculation as in [Tay, 8.1, p. 70]. Note that the
projective special linear group PSL equals the special linear group SL modulo scalar matrices in
it. Also note that PSp is the projective symplectic group, i.e., the symplectic group Sp modulo
scalar matrices in it. Likewise P is the projective proper orthogonal group, i.e., the proper
orthogonal group  modulo scalar matrices in it, where the proper orthogonal group  is
a certain subgroup of the orthogonal group O of index 1 or 2 or 4. Finally + denotes
isomorphism. For n'1 the group PSL(n, q) is simple except when (n, q)"(2, 2) (2, 3), and in
these cases we have the isomorphisms PSL (2, 2)+S

, PSL(2, 3)+A

, where S

and A

are the
symmetric and alternating groups on n letters, respectively; see [Tay, p. 24}25]. Similarly, for
m'0 the group PSp(2m, q) is simple except when (2m, q)"(2, 2), (2, 3), (4, 2), and in these cases
we have the isomorphisms PSp(2, 2)+S

, PSp(2,3)+A

, PSp(4, 2)+S
	
; see [Tay, p. 74]. For
the isomorphisms Sp(2, q)+ (3, q) and PSp(2, q)+P(3, q), see (7.27) of Part I, and [Tay, 11.8,
p. 142]; for  (3, 2) the discrepancy in [Tay] is there because for p"2 we have de"ned
(2m#1, q) to coincide with O(2m#1, q). For the isomorphisms which say that for p"2 we
have PSp(2m, q)+Sp(2m, q)+(2m#1, q)+P(2m#1, q), see (7.27) and (8.7) of Part I, and
[Tay, 11.9, p. 143].
	Note that P(2m, q) is the (2m)-dimensional projective space over GF(q), i.e., the projective
space P (GF(q)	) associated with the vector space GF(q)	, and for its size we have
P (2m, q) "2m	. In a moment we shall review the projective actions of the symplectic and
orthogonal groups as discussed in Sections 7 and 8 of Part I.
For the de"nitions of strong genus zero and almost strong genus zero see [A10, p. 9].
PERMUTATION POLYNOMIALS, PART II 237For 04e(m, this is a projective polynomial of q-prodegree 2m, and its
subvectorial and vectorial associates 
	

and )
	

, of q-degree and q-
subdegree 2m, are given by

	

(>)"F
	

(>)">	#1#X>	# 


(¹

>	#¹

>	!1)
and
(P3.2) )
	

(>)">
	

(>)">	#>#X>	# 


(¹

>	#¹

>	).
The following Result (3.1) about these symplectic group polynomials is
proved in [A08, AL1, AL2]; in [A08] we assumed k

to be algebraically
closed andm'2; in [AL1] we removed the assumption of k

being algebraic-
ally closed; and in [AL2] we settled the case of m"2.
Result (3.1). For 0(e(m we have Gal(F
	

, k

(X, ¹

,2,¹
))"
PSp(2m, q) (acting on P (2m!1, q)) and Gal(
	

, k

(X, ¹

,2,¹
))"
Sp(2m, q) (acting on the nonzero vectors of GF(q)	) and
Gal()
	

, k

(X, ¹

,2,¹
))"Sp(2m, q) (acting on the entire vector space
GF(q)	).
The trinomial F is the m"2 case of the projective polynomial
F*
	
(>)">		#X>#(!1)	
and the subvectorial and vectorial associates of F*
	
are
*
	
(>)"F*
	
(>)">	#X>#(!1)	
and
) *
	
(>)">*
	
(>)">	#X>#(!1)	>.For the de"nitions of these terms see [A11, A12, A13].
238 SHREERAM S. ABHYANKARBy changing the placement of X in these polynomials we get the projective
polynomial
F**
	
(>)">		#>#X
and its subvectorial and vectorial associates
**
	
(>)"F**
	
(>)">	#>#X
and
) **
	
(>)">**
	
(>)">	#>#X>.
In view of the following Result (3.2) about them proved in [A06, A12], we
may call F*
	
, *
	
, ) *
	
the special linear group trinomials, and F**
	
, **
	
,
) **
	
the general linear group trinomials, respectively.
Result (3.2). For m'1 we have Gal(F*
	
, k

(X))"PSL(m, q) and
Gal(*
	
, k

(X))"SL(m, q) and Gal() *
	
, k

(X))"SL(m, q), and we also
have Gal(F**
	
, k

(X))"PGL(m, q) and Gal(**
	
, k

(X))"GL(m, q) and
Gal() **
	
, k

(X))"GL(m, q). (Here PSL(m, q) and PGL(m, q) act on
P(m!1, q); moreover, SL(m, q) and GL(m, q), as Galois groups of *
	
and
**
	
(resp. ) *
	
and ) **
	
), act on the nonzero vectors of GF(q)	 (resp. on the
entire vector space GF(q)	).)
Result (3.3). Note that F

(>)"F(X, >)"F*

(>) and 

(>)"
(X, >)"*

(>) and )

(>)") (X, >)") *

(>). In view of (3.1) and
(3.2), this is natural because PSp(2, q)"PSL(2, q) and Sp(2, q)"SL(2, q).
More generally, for any m'0, upon letting *	

and ) *	

be obtained by
changing q to q	 in *

and ) *

, respectively, we have 
	
"*	

and
)
	
") *	

, and hence by (3.2) we see that if GF(q	)Lk

then
Gal(
	
, k

(X))"Sp(2, q	)"SL(2, q	) and Gal()
	
, k

(X))"Sp(2, q	)"
SL(2, q	).
Now the subvectorial and vectorial associates of F are
(X, >)"F (X, >) and  (X, >)">(X, >), respectively, and so  may
be regarded as the deformation of ) obtained by changing X to X in it and
then subtracting X from the result. Analogously, for any 04e(m, we
deform)
	

by "rst changingX toX in it to get the predeformation) 
	

(>)
and then subtracting X from ) 
	

(>) we obtain the deformation 
	

(>).
Thus
(P3.3) 
	

(>)">	#>#X>	!X# 


(¹

>	#¹

>	)
PERMUTATION POLYNOMIALS, PART II 239which is clearly a monic polynomial of degree q	 in > with coe$cients in
GF(p)[X, ¹

,2,¹
].
Assuming p"2 and applying the MANTRA to the above deformation we
get the factorization
(P3.4) 
	

(>)"
	

(>)
	

(>),
where
(P3.5) 
	

(>)"

	

(>)!X and 
	

(>)">	

	

(>)#1!X>	
with
(P3.6) 

	

(>)"	

>	# 





¹

>		
and
q"p"2.
As noted in Part I we have
(3.4)



	

(>)3GF(p)[¹

,2,¹
][>] is monic of degree q	(q	!1)/2 in >,
and 
	

(>), 
	

(>), 
	

(>)3GF(p)[X, ¹

,2,¹
]
are monic of degrees q	, q	(q	!1)/2, q	(q	#1)/2 in >, respectively.
In (12.19*) of Section 12 we shall show that, in conjunction with (3.1) to
(3.3), these factorizations lead us to the following Constructions (3.5) and
(3.6).
Construction (3.5). For p"2Oq with m'0 and GF(q	)Lk

, the poly-
nomial 
	
(>) is almost strong genus zero over k

, and for it we have
	

is an example of an a$ne q-polynomial, i.e., a polynomial I (>) such that I (>)!I (0) is
a vectorial q-polynomial, which we call the vectorial associate of I (>). For details see Section
4 of Part I.
Constructions (3.5) and (3.6) were announced respectively as Constructions (7.0) and (7.1) in
[A10]. In [A10], in the assertions about Galois groups the "eld k

was replaced by an
algebraically closed "eld k, and in the assertions about almost strong genus zero the "eld k

was
replaced by the "eld GF(p). These assertions about almost strong zero may very well be true, but
to establish them we would have to consider the semilinear versions of the orthogonal and
symplectic groups. Also note that in (7.0) of [A10] it should be assumed that qO2.
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	
(>), k

(X))+Gal(
	
(>), k

(X))+Gal(
	
(>), k

(X))+P(3, q	)
with Gal(
	
(>), k

(X))"PSp(2, q	)+P(3, q	).
Construction (3.6). For p"2 with 0(e(m, the polynomial 
	

(>) is
almost strong genus zero over k

(¹

,2,¹
), and we have
Gal(
	

(>), k

(X, ¹

,2,¹
))+Gal(

	

(>), k

(X, ¹

,2,¹
))+Gal(

	

(>), k

(X, ¹

,2,¹
))+P (2m#1, q) with Gal(	
 (>), k(X, ¹,2,¹
))"
PSp(2m, q)+P (2m#1, q).
(P4) As a step in proving the above claims we convert the a$ne
polynomial 
	

into a projective polynomial thus. Let
(P4.1) ) 
	

(>)"
	

(>)!
	

(0)
	

(>).
Then clearly
(P4.2) ) 
	

(>)") 
	

(>)!X) 
	

(>)
and hence ) 
	

(>) is vectorial. Therefore, 
	

(>)">) 
	

(>) is subvec-
torial and hence there is a unique projective F
	

(>) such that
F
	

(>)"
	

(>). We may call F
	

(>) the projective q-associate of

	

(>) and denote it by pro

(
	

(>)). In (13.2*) of Section 13 we shall show
that
THEOREM (4.1). If p"2 and either e'0 or (e, m)"(0, 1) then
Gal(F
	

, k

(X, ¹

,2,¹
))"P (2m#1, q).
To match up with the orbit sizes 2m!1	, q	 (q	!1)/2, q	(q	#1)/2 of
P(2m#1, q), in case of p"2, we try to get a factorization of F
	

(>) into
polynomials of these 3 degrees. Now clearly there exist unique monic poly-
nomials F
	

(>) and F
	

(>) of degrees q	 (q	!1)/2 and q	(q	#1)/2 in
> with coe$cients in GF(p)[X, ¹

,2,¹
] such that
(P4.3)
F
	

(>)" 


	

( j>) and F
	

(>)" 


	

( j>).
The polynomials F
	

(>) and F
	

(>) may be called the generalized projec-
tive q-associates of 
	

(>) and 
	

(>) and we may denote them by
gpro

(
	

(>)) and gpro

(
	

(>)), respectively. To justify this terminology
we note that the generalized projective q-associate of a subvectorial poly-
nomial equals the (q!1)st power of its projective q-associate. Let F
	

(>) beFor any "eld k, the additive group consisting of all elements of k is denoted by k, and the
multiplicative group of all nonzero elements of k is denoted by k.
PERMUTATION POLYNOMIALS, PART II 241the projective q-associate of ) 
	

(>); i.e., let F
	

(>) be obtained by changing
X to X in F
	

(>). In (13.2*) of Section 13 we shall show that
THEOREM (4.2). If p"2 then F
	

(>)"F
	

(>)F
	

(>)F
	

(>).
(P5) Henceforth let < be an n-dimensional vector space over a "eld
k with integer n'0.
Recall that GL(<) is the group of all nonsingular linear transformation of
<, SL(<) is the kernel of the determinant map GL(<)Pk, and PSL(<)
is the image of SL(<) under the natural epimorphism GL(<)P
PGL(<)"GL(<)/HL(<) where HL(<) is the image of the obvious injection
kPGL(<). Given any basis "(

,2, ) of < we get a k-linear bijection
[]: <Pk such that for every v"x



#2#x



3< with
x"(x

,2, x)3k we have [](v)"x. This induces an isomorphism
[]* : GL(<)PGL(n, k)"the group of nn matrices over k by putting
[]*(g)"h"(h

) with g (

)"
44
h



for 14j4n; note that then
hx"[](g (v)) where we regard x as a column vector. Clearly []*
(SL(<))"SL(n, k)"the group all matrices of determinant 1, and []*
(HL(<))"HL(n, k)"the group all scalar matrices. Also []* induces
isomorphisms PGL(<)PPGL(n, k)"GL(n, k)/HL(n, k), and PSL(<)P
PSL(n, k)"the image of SL(n, k) under the natural epimorphism
GL(n, k)PPGL(n, k). In case k"GF(q), the groups GL(n, k), SL(n, k),2,
may be denoted by GL(n, q), SL(n, q),2.
(P6) Recall that a symplectic form on < is a bilinear form b:
<<Pk such that for all v3< we have c(v)"0 where the uniassociate c of
b is de"ned by putting c(v)"b (v, v). We call [b, c] a symplectic pair on <;
b or [b, c] is nondegenerate means rad

(<)"0 where the b-radical or the
[b, c]-radical of < is de"ned by putting rad

(<)"rad[b,c](<)"v3< :
b(v, w)"0 for all w3<. The isometry group I(<, b) or I(<, [b, c]) of
< relative to b or [b, c] is the group of all g in GL(<) such that for all v, w in
<we have b (g(v), g (w))"b(v, w), and we write PI(<, b) or PI(<, [b, c]) for the
image of I(<, b) under the canonical epimorphismGL(<)PPGL(<); in case
[b, c] is nondegenerate we may write Sp(<, b) and PSp(<, b) for I(<, b) and
PI(<, b), respectively. Likewise, a quadratic form on < is a map c :<Pk
such that for all v3< and 3k we have c(v)"c(v), and the biassociate
b of c is bilinear where b :<<Pk is de"ned by putting b (v, w)"
c(v#w)!c(v)!c (w) for all v, w in <. We call [b, c] a quadratic pair on <;
c or [b, c] is nondegenerate means rad

(<)"0 where the c-radical or the
[b, c]-radical of < is de"ned by putting rad

(<)"rad[b,c] (<)"v3<:
b(v, w)"0 for all w3<; c or [b, c] is nondefective means srad

(<)"0 whereNote that Sp(<, b)(SL(<) where(denotes subgroup. Also note that if k"GF(q) with
q even then HL(<)Sp(<, b)"1 and hence PSp(<, b)+Sp(<, b). See (7.27) of Part I.
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srad

(<)"srad[b,c] (<)"v3rad (<) : c (v)"0. The isometry group I(<, c)
or I(<, [b, c]) of < relative to c or [b, c] is the group of all g in GL(<) such
that for all v in< we have c (g(v))"c (v), and we write PI(<, c) or PI(<, [b, c])
for the image of I(<, c) under the canonical epimorphism GL(<)PPGL(<).
In case [b, c] is nondefective we may write O(<, c) and PO(<, c) for I(<, c)
and PI(<, c), respectively. Note that if [b, c] is a quadratic pair on < and
the characteristic of k is 2, then b is a symplectic form on <.
Assuming k"GF(q), to exhibit certain standard forms, which may be
symplectic or quadratic, let v"x



#2#x



3< and w"y



#2#
y



3< where x"(x

,2, x)3k and y"(y,2, y)3k are regarded as
column vectors. In case n"2m, let b(v, w)"b(x, y)"4i4m
(x

y
	
!x
	
y

) and c (v)"c(x)"b(x, x); then [b , c] and [b, c] are
nondegenerate symplectic forms on < and k, respectively; let Sp(n, q)
PSp(n, q) stand for Sp(k, b) and PSp(k, b), respectively. In case
n"2m#1 and p"2, let b(v, w)"b (x, y)"2x	y	#4i4m
(x

y
	
#x
	
y

) and c (v)"c(x)"x	#14i4mxx	 . Then [b , c]
and [b, c] are nondefective quadratic forms on < and k, respectively. Let
O(n, q), PO(n, q), (n, q), and P(n, q) stand for O(k, c), PO(k, c), (k, c)
and P(k, c), respectively.

(P7) As shown in (7.26.6) of Part I, if k"GF(q) and n"2m with
integer m'0 then, for any nondegenerate symplectic pair [b, c] on <,
Sp(<, b) acts transitively on <0, and hence PSp(<, b) acts transitively on
the projective spaceP (<) associated with <, where we recall that P(<) is the
set of all 1-spaces in <.
(P8) For a moment assume that k"GF(q) with q even and
n"2m#1 with integer m'0, and let [b, c] be any nondefective quadratic
form on <. Then, as shown in (7.26.9) of Part I, O(<, c) has 3 orbits on P (<)
and their sizes are 2m!1	, 1, q	!1. To review the dual action of thisNote that if k"GF(q) with q even then O(<, c)(SL(<). Also note that if k"GF(q) with
q even then HL(<)O(<, c)"1 and hence PO(<, c)+O(<, c). Finally note that if k"GF(q)
with n odd and q even then essentially by de"nition we have  (<, c)"O(<, c) and
P(<, c)"PO(<, c). See (7.27) of Part I.
Note that as  varies over all bases of <, [b , c] varies over all nondegenerate symplectic
forms on the even dimensional vector space <. See (6.3) and (6.4) of Part I.

Note that by footnote 13 we have  (n, q)"O(n, q) and P(n, q)+PO(n, q). Also note that
the [b , c]-radical of < is the 1-dimensional space , and the [b, c]-radical of k is
the 1-dimensional space (0,2, 0, x) : x3k. Also note that as  varies over all bases of
<, [b , c] varies over all nondefective quadratic forms on the odd dimensional vector space
< with p"2. In particular, for n odd and q even, every nondefective quadratic form on < is
degenerate and relative to it the radical of < is a 1-space ("1-dimensional subspace) in which
there is exactly one vector (

in the above example) whose length (i.e., c-value) is 1. See (6.3) and
(6.4) of Part I.
PERMUTATION POLYNOMIALS, PART II 243group discussed in Section 8 of Part I, let < be the dual of <. The g>ga
gives the canonical isomorphism GL(<)PGL(<) where for all v3< and
v3< we have ga"a(g) with g3GL(<). ga (v)(v)"v(g(v)) for all v3<
and v3<.	 For any G(GL(<) let Ga(GL(<) be the image of G under
this isomorphism.
For any subspace = of < let =a"v3< : v(v)"0 for all v3=. Let
ST(<,=) be the stabilizer of = in GL(<), i.e., ST(<,=)"g3GL(<) :
g(=)"=. Then we have the obvious epimorphism
 : ST(<,=)PGL(=) such that for all w3= and g3ST(<,=) we have
(g)()"g (), and the residue class epimorphism  :<P<M"</= indu-
ces the epimorphism  : ST(<,=)PGL(<M ) such that for all v3< and
g3ST(<,=) we have  (g)(v))" (g (v)). Thus any subgroup G of
ST(<,=) acts on= as well as<M , and for it we clearly have Ga(ST(<,=a).
A subgroup G of GL(<) is said to stabilize= if G(ST(<,=), and then we
may write G = for  (G). We get an isomorphism  :=aP<M "the dual of
<M such that for all v3< and w3=a we have  (w)( (v))"w(v). Conse-
quently h>h gives the canonical isomorphismGL(<M )PGL(=a) where for
all v3< and w3=a we have h (w) (v)" (w) (h( (v))). For any
H(GL(<M ) letH(GL(=a) be the image ofH under this isomorphism. Let
 : ST(<,=a)PGL(=a) be the obvious epimorphism such that for all
w3=a and g3ST(<,=a) we have  (g)(w)"g (w). As in (8.3) of Part I,
(P8.1) for any g3ST(<,=) we have I (g)"I (ga),
i.e., the middle rectangle of the following diagram is commutative.
GL(=) && ST(<,=) a&& ST(<,=)
( 
GL(<M )&&

GL(=a)&&
(
GL(<M )
To explain the map L , assume that ="rad

(<). Then <M is a (2m)-
dimensional vector space over k, and b induces a nondegenerate symplectic
form b on < given by putting b ( (v),  (w))"b (v, w) for all v, w in <. Since
 :=P<M  is an isomorphism, b gives the isomorphism  :<M P=a such
that for all v, w in < we have  ( (v))(w)"b (v, w), and this transports b to the
nondegenerate symplectic form ba on=a such that for all v, w in=a we have	We have to take g because we are composing maps r :XP> and s :>PZ by the rule
(sr)(x)"s (r (x)).
244 SHREERAM S. ABHYANKARba(v, w)"b ((v),  (w)). Now  induces the isomorphism ( :
GL(<M )PGL(=a) such that for all h3GL(<M ) and v3=a we have
( (h)(v)" (h ((v))). As in (8.4) of Part I,
(P8.2) for any h3Sp(<M , b ) we have ( (h)"h,
and as in (8.7) of Part I,
(P8.3)

O(<, c)a stabilizes the hyperplane =a in < where ="rad

(<),
O(<, c)a is faithful on =a and trivial on </=a,
O(<, c)a =a"Sp(=a, ba)"Sp(<M , b ))"( (Sp(<M , b )), and
 (O(<, c))"Sp(<M , b ) with O(<, c)ker"1.
By (8.9) of Part I we see that
(P8.4) 
0 and Cy

"=a0 are the orbits of O(<, c)a on =a,
and y

"P (=a) is an orbit of O(<, c)a on P (<),
and their sizes are Cy

"q	!1 and y

"2m!1	.
By (8.10) of Part I we get the following:
(P8.5)

Let J$

"q	(q	$1), and
let 

be the unique vector in ="rad[b,c] with c ()"1.
Then, for every l3k, C

"v3< : v (

)"l is the union
of exactly two orbits C$

of O(<, c)a and their sizes are C[ $

"(1/2)J$

.
Likewise, O(<, c)a has exactly two orbits y$

on P (<)P (=a)
and their sizes are [ $

"(1/2)J$

.
Moreover, for l3k and i3#,!,
the natural map <0PP(<) induces a bijection Cy 

Py 

.
Now, as in (8.11) of Part I, by (P8.4) and (P8.5) we conclude that
(P8.6) 
the orbit sizes of O(<, c) on P(<) are
2m!1	, (1/2)q	(q	#1), (1/2)q	(q	!1).
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(P8.7) 
if (n, q)O(3, 2) then
(O(<, c)a, rad

(<)a, ba) is a symplectic triple on <
according the following de"nition.
By a symplectic triple on < we mean a triple (G,=, b) where G is
a subgroup of GL(<) and b is a nondegenerate symplectic form on a hyper-
plane = in < such that: (i) G stabilizes = and is faithful on = with
G ="Sp(=, b), (ii) G does not stabilize any 1-space in < which is not
contained in =, and (iii) G is trivial on </=.
(P9)}(P11) After making some linear algebra preparations in Sec-
tions 9 and some cohomology preparations in Section 10, in (11.5) of Section
11 of Part I, we proved the following.
Symplectic ¹riple Characterization (11.5). Assume that k"GF(q) with
n odd and q even such that n'1 and (n, q)O(3, 2). Let (G,=, b) be any
symplectic triple on the dual < of an n-dimensional vector space < over
kPk. Then, (G,=, b)"(O(<, c)a, rad

(<)a, ba) for some nondefective
quadratic pair [b, c] on <, with a as de"ned above in (P8).
Now let us insert the following Supplement (11.5) to (11.5). Since this was
not given in Part I, we shall prove it here.
Supplement (11.5). Assume that k"GF(q) with (n, q)"(3, 2). Let G be
a subgroup of GL(<) where< is the dual of<, and let b be a nondegenerate
symplectic form on a hyperplane= in< such that: (i)G stabilizes= and is
faithful on = with G ="Sp(=, b), (ii) G stabilizes a 1-space ; in <
which is not contained in=, and (iii)G is trivial on</=. Then there exists
a nondefective quadratic form [b, c] on < such that (G,=, b)"(O(<, c)a,
rad

(<)a, ba) with a be as de"ned in (P8).
To prove this, note that now Sp(=, b)"SL(=)"GL(=). Let
="v3< : v(v)"0 for all v3= and ;"v3< : v(v)"0 for all
v3;. Then= is a 1-space in <, and; is a 2-space in < with <"=;.
Clearly there exists a unique nondefective quadratic pair [b, c] on < such
that c (v)"1 for all v3 (=0) (;0) and c (v)"0 forIn the de"nition of a symplectic triple, < may be any "nite dimensional vector space over
any "eld k; i.e., < need not be the dual of some vector space <.
The symplectic form b is uniquely de"ned by saying that b(v, v)"0 for all v3= and
b(v, w)"1 for all 0OvOwO0 in <.
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rad

(<)a, ba) with a as de"ned in (P8).
VECTORIAL GALOIS GROUPS
As a consequence of (11.5) we shall prove the following vectorial version of
(4.1).
VECTORIAL GALOIS GROUP THEOREM (12.1). If p"2 and either e'0 or
(e, m)"(0, 1) then Gal(K a
	

, k

(X, ¹

,2,¹
))"O(2m#1, q).
Actually we shall prove the following more detailed version (12.1*) of
(12.1).
Note that e and m are any integers with 04e(m, and take n"2m#1.
Let K


"k

(X, ¹

,2,¹
), and note that )
a
	

(>) is the monic separable
vectorial q-polynomial of q-degree 2m#1 over K


de"ned in (P4.1) with

	

(>) as in (P3.3). By (P4.2) we see that) 
	

(>) is a factor of ) a
	

(>), where
) 
	

(>) is the monic separable vectorial q-polynomial of q-degree 2m overK


obtained by changing X to X in )
	

(>), which is itself de"ned in (P3.2) as
the vectorial associate of the projective q-polynomial F
	

(>) introduced in
(P3.1). Assume that k"GF(q), and let  be an algebraic closure of K


.
DETAILED VECTORIAL GALOIS GROUP THEOREM (12.1*). ¸et < and= be
the set of roots of ) a
	

(>) and ) 
	

(>) in , respectively, and let G and H be
their respective Galois groups over K


. Note that then < and= are k-vector-
spaces of dimension n and 2m, respectively, and G and H may be regarded as
subgroups of G¸ (<) and G¸(=), respectively. Since K 
	

(>) is a factor of
) a
	

(>), it follows that= is a hyperplane in< which is stabilized by G and the
Galois theoretic restriction gives us an epimorphism GPH. =e claim that:
(i*)G is trivial on</=; (ii*) if K


(<=)" then G does not stabilize any
1-space in < which is not contained in =; (iii*) if p"2 and either qO2 or
nO3 then K


(<=)"; (iv*) if q"2 and n"3 then G stabilizes a 1-
space in < which is not contained in=; and (v*) if p"2 then G is faithful on
=, i.e., the said epimorphism is an isomorphism. Since K 
	

(>) is obtained by
changing X to X in )
	

(>), by (3.1) to (3.3) we see that if either e'0 or
(e, m)"(0, 1) then there exists a nondegenerate symplectic form b on= with
H"Sp (=, b). Since < is a k-vector-space of dimension n, we may identify it
with the dual of <, and we claim that (vi*) if p"2 and either e'0 orIn the notation of the last paragraph of (P6), take the basis of  so that ="0, 

 and
;"0, 

#

, 

#

, 

#

. Then [b, c]"[b , c].
PERMUTATION POLYNOMIALS, PART II 247(e, m)"(0, 1) then there exists a nondefective quadratic form [b, c] on <
such that (G,=, b)"(O (<, c)a, rad

(<)a, ba) with a as de,ned in (P8)
and hence in particular G+O(n, q)+(n, q)+P (n, q)+
PSp(2m, q)+Sp(2m, q).
To prove this, "rst we note that by (P4.2) we have
(12.2) ) a
	

(>)"

 
	

(>), where  
	

(>)"K 
	

(>)!jX
which gives the disjoint partition
(12.3) <"p

<

, where <

"the set of all roots of  
	

(>) in 
and by the q-vectoriality of ) 
	

(>) we get
(12.4) ( j/j) 
	

( j/j)>)" 
	

(>) for all j, j in k.
By (12.2) and (12.4) we see that
(12.5) 
for each j3k the set <

is stabilized by G ;
the sets (<

)

are exactly all the cosets of ="<

in <;
for any r

3<

with j3k, w>w#r

gives a bijection =P<

;
and for any j, j in k, r>( j/j )r gives a bijection <

P<

.
From this it follows that
(12.6) G is trivial on </=;
and
(12.7) 
for each j3k, G is faithful on <

,
i.e., the Galois theoretic epimorphism
Gal() a
	

, K


)PGal( 
	

, K


) is an isomorphism;
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(12.8) 
if K


(<=)",
then G does not stabilize any 1-space in <
which is not contained in =.
Thus without assuming p"2, in (12.6) and (12.8) we have proved (i*) and
(ii*).
Henceforth assume p"2. Making the transformation (12.4) with j"1, by
(P3.4), (P3.5), (P3.6), and (3.4) we get
(12.9)  
	

(>)"
	

(>)
	

(>) for all j3k,
where

	

(>)"j		
	

( j>)
(12.10)
"

	

(>)!j		X
and

	

(>)"j		
	

( j>)
(12.11)
">	

	

(>)#j		!j	 	X>	
with
(12.12) 

	

(>)"j		

	

( j>)
and
(12.13)



	

(>)3k[¹

,2,¹
][>] is monic of degree q	(q	!1)/2 in >,
and  
	

(>), 
	

(>), 
	

(>)3k[X,¹

,2,¹
]
are monic of degrees q	, q	(q	!1)/2, q	 (q	#1)/2 in >, respectively.Items (12.2) to (12.8) remain valid if we replace ) a
	

(>) and ) 
	

(>) be any separable monic
vectorial q-polynomials of respective q-degrees n"2m#1 and 2m in > over any over"eldK


of
k"GF(q), which are connected by Eq. (P4.2) whereX is any nonzero element ofK


. To deduce
item (12.8) from item (12.5), let ; be any 1-space in < which is not contained in = but is
stabilized by G; then by (12.5) we see that, for each j3k, the ;<

consists of a single vector
and that vector belongs to K


(<=).
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	

(>) and 
	

(>) are linear in X, the
coe$cient of X in 
	

(>) belongs to k, and the coe$cient of X in 
	

(>)
has >-degree smaller than the >-degree of the coe$cient of X in 
	

(>)
and these two coe$cients have no common factor of positive >-degree, and
therefore
(12.14) 
for every j3k
the polynomial 
	

(>) is strong genus zero over k

(¹

,2,¹
)
and the polynomial 
	

(>) is genus zero over k

(¹

,2,¹
)
and hence in particular
(12.15) 
for every j3k, the polynomials

	

(>) and 
	

(>) are irreducible in K


[>].
Now (iii*) and (iv*) follow from (12.2), (12.3), (12.9), and (12.13), because by
(12.15): the minimum>-degree of the polynomials
	

(>) and 
	

(>) with
j varying over k equals 18(n, q)"(3, 2).
In view of (12.2), (12.3), (12.5), (12.9), and (12.13), the assertion (v*) follows
from the following Di!erence Galois Lemma (14.1) by noting that
> 
	

(>) is clearly irreducible in K


[>].
Finally, in view of (11.5) and (11.5), the assertion (vi*) follows from (i*) to
(v*).
Now assuming that either e'0 or (e, m)"(0, 1), by (12.1*) the group G is
isomorphic to Sp(2m, q) which is simple except when (2m, q)"(2, 2) or (4, 2)
and then it is respectively isomorphic to S

or S
	
and these have no
nonisomorphic homomorphic images other than a cyclic group of order42.
Therefore by (12.7), (12.9), (12.13), (12.14), and (12.15), we see that
(12.16) 
for every j3k,
the Galois theoretic epimorphism
Gal( 
	

,K


)PGal(
	

, K


) is an isomorphism
and the polynomial  
	

(>)
is almost genus zero over k

(¹

,2,¹
)Henceforth we are tacitly using the "rst footnote of (P3).
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(12.17) 
if (n, q)O(3, 2) then for every j3k,
the Galois theoretic epimorphism
Gal( 
	

,K


)PGal(
	

,K


) is an isomorphism
and the polynomial  
	

(>)
is almost strong genus zero over k

(¹

,2,¹
).
Thus in view of (12.9) to (12.17) we get the following Re"nement (12.18*) of
(12.1*).
Re,nement (12.18*). In the situation of (12.1*) we have (12.2) to (12.8), and
if p"2 then we have (12.9) to (12.15), and if p"2 and either e'0 or
(e, m)"(0, 1) then we have (12.16) and (12.17).
Remark (12.19*). Now (3.6) follows from (12.1*) and (12.18*), and in view
of (3.3) so does (3.5).
Remark (12.20*). Note that in case of (e, m, p)"(0, 1, 2), with  (X, >)
andH(>) as in (P2), we have


(>)"H (>) and the factorization (P3.4), i.e.,
the factorization (12.9) for j"1, reduces to the factorization
 (X, >)"(H(>)!X)(>H(>)#1!X>) given in (P2), and hence by
(12.1*) and (12.19*) we see that Gal(H(>)!X, k

(X))"PSL(2, q) which
reproves the Galois theoretic result of MuK ller, Cohen, and Matthews quoted
in (P1).
PROJECTIVE GALOIS GROUPS
Let the notation be as in the paragraph above (12.1*). Recall that Fa
	

(>)
andF
	

(>) are the projective q-associates of) a
	

(>) and ) 
	

(>), respective-
ly. Also recall that the polynomials F
	

(>) and F
	

(>) de"ned in
(P4.3) are called the generalized q-associates of the polynomials 
	

(>) and

	

(>) de"ned in (P3.5). Concerning these polynomials we shall now prove
the following.
PROJECTIVE GALOIS GROUP THEOREM (13.1). Assume that p"2. ¹hen we
have the factorization Fa
	

(>)"F
	

(>)F
	

(>)F
	

(>) in which the three
factors F
	

(>), F
	

(>), F
	

(>) are monic irreducible polynomials in K


[>] of
>-degrees q	, q	 (q	!1)/2, q	(q	#1)/2, respectively. Moreover, if either
e'0 or (e, m)"(0, 1) then Gal(Fa
	

, k

(X, ¹

,2,¹
))"P (2m#1, q) in the
sense of the dual action of O (2m#1, q) described in (P8).
PERMUTATION POLYNOMIALS, PART II 251To prove this, "rst we note that assuming p"2 we have
>Fa
	

(>)"K a
	

(>)
"

 
	

(>) by (12.2)
") 
	

(>) 


 
	

(>)
">F
	

(>) 



	

(>) 



	

(>) by (12.9)
">F
	

(>) 



	

( j>) 



	

( j>)
by (12.10) and (12.11)
">F
	

(>)F
	

(>)F
	

(>) by (P4.3)
and hence
Fa
	

(>)"F
	

(>)F
	

(>)F
	

(>)
and in view of (12.13) and (12.15) we see that F
	

(>), F
	

(>), F
	

(>) are
monic irreducible polynomials in K


[>] of >-degrees q	, q	(q	!1)/2,
q	(q	#1)/2, respectively. Finally by (12.1*) we conclude that if either e'0
or (e, m)"(0, 1) then Gal(Fa
	

, k

(X, ¹

,2,¹
))"P(2m#1, q), in the
sense of the dual action of O(2m#1, q) described in (P8).
Remark (13.2*). Now (4.1) and (4.2) clearly follow from (13.1). Also note
that, in (12.1*) and (12.13) we have validated the vectorial dual orbit sizes
described in (P8.4) and (P8.5), and in (13.1) we have validated the projective
dual orbit sizes described in (P8.6). Actually, an alternative proof of (12.1*)
and (13.1) can be given in terms of the dual orbit sizes. The said alternative
proof, which was our original proof, uses Liebeck's characterization of some
of the "nite classical groups in terms of their projective orbit sizes. This is
given in his 1996 paper [Lie], and it depends on CT, i.e., the Classi"cation
Theorem of Finite Simple Groups. Our present proof, which is independent
of CT, was also inspired by that paper of Liebeck supplemented by numerous
conversations with him.
GALOIS THEORY LEMMA
Let us now consider an arbitrary nonconstant monic separable polynomial
(>) over an arbitrary "eld K whose characteristic may or may not be zero.
252 SHREERAM S. ABHYANKARLet  be a "nite set of size'1 containing an element to be called 0 and let
"0. Assume that
(>)"



(>),
where each 

(>) is a monic polynomial polynomial over K of degree'1.
LetR andR

be the set of all roots of(>) and

(>) is an algebraic closure of
K, respectively, and note that then we have a disjoint partition
R"p

R

.
We shall now prove the following:
DIFFERENCE GALOIS LEMMA (14.1). Assume that 

(0)"0 and >

(>)
is irreducible in K[>].Also assume that for each j3, the polynomial

(>) is
reducible in K[>] and for its roots we have R

"x!y :x, y in R

. ¹hen the
Galois theoretic epimorphism Gal(,K)PGal(

,K) is an isomorphism, i.e.,
equivalently K(R)"K (R

).
Suppose if possible that K(R)OK(R

). Then we take 1Og3Gal(K(R),
K(R

)). Now for some j3 and some z3R

we must have g (z)Oz. Clearly
g(z)3R

and hence 0Oz!g(z)3R

. By assumption 

(>)"

(>)

(>)
where 

(>) and 

(>) are coprime nonconstant monic polynomials over
K. We can "nd x, x in R

with  (x)"0" (x). Now
0Ox!x3R

. Since >

(>) is irreducible in K[>], we can "nd
h3Gal(K(R

), K) such that h(x!x)"z!g (z). Upon letting y"h(x)
and y"h(x), we must have  (y)"0"(y) and hence g(y)Oy.
Also clearly y!z3R

and hence g(y!z)"y!z. Now
g (y)"g(z#y!z)
"g(z)#g (y!z)
"g(z)#y!z
"y![z!g (z)]
"y!h (x!x)
"y![y!y]
"y
which is a contradiction. Therefore K(R)"K(R

).
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